This monthly newsletter compiles information on the upcoming and last activities carried out by the EUIPO in the context of the IP projects it implements on behalf of the European Commission.

Upcoming Activities

IP Key Projects

Visit the website

ARISE+ IPR

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Latin America

Area: Latin America

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in South East Asia

Area: South-East Asia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Canada and Luxembourg

Area: Canada and Luxembourg

Visit the website

11/11/19

IP Key Latin America seminar on online IP enforcement in Lima, Peru

Event for judges and KAs in South America (IP Key LA)

The workshop will provide a concise overview of IP and related issues in South America and the new challenges that IP users face in the digital environment.

13/11/19

Workshop and on-site training on EU IP authorities: TMView and DesignView on cross-border IP enforcement

Area: Latin America

Visit the website

Workshop 'Geographical Indications' in Mexico City, Mexico

Area: Mexico

Visit the website

Workshop on the extension of EU IP protection to South East Asian IP Offices

Area: South-East Asia

Visit the website

Final 2019 IP Key Latin America activities

Area: Latin America

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

10/12/19

Plan of Utility Protection (ARISE+ IPR) activities in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Workshop on the extension of EU IP protection to South East Asian IP Offices

Area: South-East Asia

Visit the website

ARISE+ IPR

Activities from 01/11/19 to 30/11/19

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit the website

11/11/19

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina

Visit the website

Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Area: Peru
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Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Area: Peru
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Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Colombia

Area: Colombia
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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Area: Peru
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Argentina

Area: Argentina
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Support to the maintenance and extension of EU IP protection in Peru

Area: Peru
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